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ABSTRACT
One of the most studied phonetic dimensions differentiating pitch accent categories is tonal alignment. However, when acoustic alignment data are
broken down by individual patterns, one can notice
great differences both in the size of the contrast as
well as in the dispersion of the temporal values.
Moreover, speakers appear to compensate for
weaker alignment differences by enhancing shape
differences in the contour, such as rise/fall slope.
Here we present production data in two languages,
German and Italian, for well-established pitch accent contrasts. Our data suggest that the speakers‟
behavior can be represented on a continuum from
most extreme “aligners” to “shapers”.
Keywords: Tonal alignment, contour shape, range,
pitch accent, F0, German, Italian, intonation.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the elements of spoken language communication (from vowels and consonants to elements of prosodic structure, such as
stress and phrasing) are generally encoded by multiple acoustic parameters. For instance, as regards
the distinction between voiceless and voiced stops
in English, [1] set up a list of 16 acoustic cues,
ranging from VOT to first-formant transition. In
most of such lists the parameters were given a hierarchical order, i.e. some parameters are thought to
occur more reliably and hence function as more
powerful perceptual cues than others [2,3]. While
it has always been clear that hierarchies and interactions of cues differ between languages, a growing body of evidence also questions that acoustic
cues are used homogeneously within a language,
cf. [4] for stop voicing in English. That is, individual speakers of the same language seem to employ
acoustic parameters in very different ways, which
are due to different production strategies.
Individual differences appear to be true also
when it comes to prosodic events. For example, [5]

emphasize that the realization of phrasal prominence not only differs clearly between Bulgarian
and Russian, but also between the speakers of each
of the two languages. However, studies on the production of pitch-accent contrasts conducted within
the last 10-15 years have mainly focused on the
use of a single parameter, i.e. the temporal alignment of fundamental frequency (F0) peaks and valleys with the segmental string, see [6] for a review.
The widespread focus on tonal alignment had been
first motivated by perception experiments in which
shifting peaks (or pitch movements) backward or
forward within the stressed syllable caused a
change in pitch accent category, e.g., [7,8,9,10].
Later, in the realm of production, the hypothesis of
strict segmental anchoring [11], that is that certain
tonal targets would be synchronized with segmental boundaries irrespective of rate changes and/or
syllabic structure differences, has further reinforced the alignment-oriented perspective on pitch
accents and spurred interest in testing the relevance
of various potential segmental references for tonal
alignment (e.g., stressed vowel or syllable onset).
Note that other relevant tonal alignment measures
have been proposed in earlier work [12], such as
proportional alignment relative to stressed vowel
duration.
Despite a considerable amount of work, it is
still highly controversial, which of these measures
or “anchors” might be the most relevant one.
Against this background, more recent work on a
number of different languages has challenged the
idea that the alignment of a static tonal target (either the onset or the offset of a pitch movement)
might be the only relevant pitch-accent dimension
and hence sufficient for understanding the production and perception of pitch accent categories. Specifically, it has been suggested that the shape characteristics of rises and falls, whose onsets and offsets share the same relative alignment to the segmental string, can determine pitch accent identification [8,9,13,14]. In some of these studies, the

duration of a peak target (within rising-falling configurations) was manipulated, so that a high short
plateau would obtain. In other studies, slope, duration and curvature of the rise or the fall were manipulated, keeping peak alignment constant. In [16]
a tonal center-of-gravity approach has been proposed in order to explain the perceptual shape effects and their cross-linguistic similarities.
To sum up, since static temporal features of
tonal targets are not the only relevant dimension in
pitch accent identification, the question arises as to
which production strategies might be adopted by
speakers when it comes to signaling a contrast between two pitch accent categories. If the multiplicity of pitch-accent cues is, like in the case of segments, reflected in trading relations [2], we expect
to find both language and speaker-specific patterns
in the use of tonal alignment for distinguishing two
pitch accent categories. Specifically, we expect
subjects to differ on a continuum from “aligners”
to “shapers”. This assumption implies simultaneously that the segmental anchoring of tones
might primarily be a statistical phenomenon, in
that quite large standard deviations for the mean
anchor points are usually found which are due to
both inter and intra-individual differences.
2. METHOD
Our cross-linguistic acoustic study was based on
well-established pitch accent contrasts. These were
H+L* vs. H* in Standard Northern German [7,8],
L+H* vs. L*+H in Neapolitan Italian and H* vs.
H*+L in Pisa Italian [9,13,14]. The pitch accent
categories were elicited in a reading task. The text
material of each language variety included 10 short
A-B dialogues. Within each dialogue, A‟s turn
provided a semantic-pragmatic context frame that
governed the production of the respective target
accent in B‟s response. Through this reliable context-based elicitation method (cf. [15]) 5 dialogues
aimed at eliciting the first and the other 5 at eliciting the second accent category. Moreover, B‟s responses were designed in such a way that the target
accents were realized in constant segmental and
prosodic environments in all three languages.
Recordings were made in sound-treated rooms
at the Universities of Kiel, Naples, and Pisa. The
German dialogues were read by 35 speakers; the
Italian recordings included 17 Neapolitan and 20
Pisa speakers. All speakers (aged 20-35) were recruited from the student pools of the respective
Universities and were roughly balanced for gender.

The dialogues were read with an informal speaking
style in a face-to-face set up, and repeated three
times in a randomized order.
The elicited nuclear pitch accent categories
were manually labeled in Praat with regard to (a)
the segment boundaries of the accented word and
(b) the three F0 landmarks rise onset, peak maximum, fall offset. In the case of plateaux, the peak
maximum was marked at the fall onset, cf. [9,13].
The following measures were hence extracted: syllable duration, range and duration of the rise, range
and duration of the fall, peak-maximum alignment
relative to the segment boundaries of the accented
syllable, e.g., vowel and syllable onset. Regarding
[15], we also determined the shape index, defined
as rise duration divided by fall duration.
3. RESULTS
3.1.

German

When viewed superficially in terms of overall
mean values, the results for German simply replicate previous findings on accented syllables with
long vowels and voiced codas [7,17]. That is, the
F0 peak maximum of H+L* was aligned 29 ms
(s=35 ms) before the accented-vowel onset. The
H* accent peaks were about 90 ms later, i.e. the
peak occurred 68 ms (s=38 ms) after vowel onset,
approximately at the vowel midpoint. In addition
to this clear alignment difference, H* had almost a
symmetrical peak shape with a mean shape index
of 0.83 (s=0.25), whereas H+L* was characterized
by a slowly rising and fast falling contour shape
[10], reflected by an index value of 1.31 (s=0.33).
In terms of F0 range, H+L* and H* yielded similar
means of 10.5 st (s=1.8 st) or 10.6 st (s=1.7 st).
However, when broken down into the individual patterns, this clearly bimodal production picture
is blurred. Firstly, the alignment differences of
H+L* and H* relative to the accented-vowel onset
appear to form an alignment continuum, in which
the F0 maxima of the two pitch accents clearly
overlap. Fig.1 shows the temporal differences between pairs of H+L* and H* pitch accent peaks (a
pair consists of two accents produced by the same
speaker in a pair of opposed elicitation contexts).
Note that H* peaks can occur more than 100 ms
earlier than H+L* peaks. Moreover, the pitchaccent alignment difference is highly negatively
correlated (r=-0.72, p<0.001) with the shape difference for the two accents. That is, the less H+L*
and H* differ in alignment, the more they differ in

contour shape. The increasing shape differences
reflect that both H+L* and H* peaks become increasingly asymmetrical, though in opposite directions. H* peaks rise faster and fall slower, whereas
H+L* peaks primarily rise slower and can fall even
faster. Fig.1 also shows that there is an additional
negative correlation between the alignment differences and the pitch ranges of the two accents (r=
-0.67, p<0.001). The summed ranges of the two F0
peaks increase with decreasing (and inverted)
alignment differences. This additional correlation
is consistent with the previous one, as it was found
that an extended peak range enhances shape differences perceptually [8].

aligners were male and 3 out of the 5 shapers were
female speakers. Note also that the produced shape
and alignment patterns match very well with findings of the perceptual identification of H+L* and
H* in German [8].
Figure 2: Mean alignment differences (ms, top) and
mean shape-index differences (bottom) between two
groups of 5 speakers, classified as “aligners” (light
bars) and shapers (dark bars). Each bar: n=15.

Figure 1: F0 peak alignment differences (ms) between
H+L* and H* pairs and their negative correlations
with shape-index differences (top) and the F0 peak
ranges (st) of the accent pairs (bottom). n=525.

3.2.

Furthermore, Fig.2 uncovers speaker-specific production strategies. In particular, among our 35
German speakers, 5 speakers produced both H+L*
and H* around the vowel onset, with no peak
alignment difference but with significant shape
differences. Another set of 5 speakers used a diametrically opposed production strategy. Their
H+L* and H* accents were clearly separable along
the alignment dimension, but had very similar peak
shapes. T tests that compared the accent productions of the two groups of speakers supported our
groupings. The production strategies differ highly
significantly between the groups in terms of alignment (t=28.52; df=115; p<0.001) and peak shape
(t=-27.80; df=115; p<0.001). On this basis, we
may call the first group of speakers “shapers” and
the second group of speakers “aligners”. The remaining 25 speakers showed an intermediate production behaviour. Though the source of the variability is yet not clear, note that 4 out of the 5

Italian

First of all, the results of Neapolitan and Pisa Italian show a crucial similarity to those of German:
For each of the two language varieties we found
considerable inter-speaker differences in the distinction of the pitch-accent contrasts by means of
F0 peak (i.e. H) alignment. Moreover, the Neapolitan data parallel the German data also in quantitative terms. Specifically, for Neapolitan Fig.3
shows (from left to right) that more than half of the
speakers produced the two accent categories L+H*
and L*+H with discrete peak alignment (relative to
the accented-vowel onset), whereas a set of 6
speakers made little or no use of the alignment parameter. Preliminary analyses suggest that this subgroup of speakers realized the two accents with
greater shape differences than the other group of
speakers. Like in German, the overall production
pattern seems to include strategies that range from
aligners to shapers, with a larger group of speakers
who used both types of cues to different extents.
In the case of Pisa Italian, peak alignment had
to be normalized relative to the accented-syllable
duration, which differed clearly between H* and
H+L* (on average 172 ms vs. 244 ms). On this
normalized basis, the pitch-accent contrast between
H* and H*+L is consistently reflected in discrete
peak alignments. However, the mean differences

vary across speakers from only 33% to more than
95% (rel. to syllable duration). A further parallel to
Neapolitan and German is that the use of alignment
is linked with the use of shape differences.
Figure 3: Alignment differences between L+H* (bottom row) and L*+H (top row) shown as separate box
plots (ms, relative to vowel onset) for each of the 20
Neapolitan speakers (n=15).

and if the production strategies are correlated with
speaker attributes. For example, it seems from our
data that “shapers” are more likely female than
male speakers. Over and above these questions,
our study demonstrates that the line of research on
the production and perception of intonational cues
must be complemented by a closer look at the behavioural patterns of individual subjects.
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